










 

 

 

Christmas Tree  
by  Eleanor Suverison (USA) and Louise S of  www.the-craft-corner.co.uk 
 
The Pattern is a compilation of a design from " The Craft Corner" And my own design as I changed the base of the tree to 
give it a trunk. I got Permission to use Louise's Tree with my changes. She likes it real well! 
 
Pattern uses spiders, honeycomb and rose ground stitch. Some knowledge of Torchon is needed. 
 
Thread 
 
Finca 30 
Gold Rush for gimp. 
15 Beads 
 
Uses 48 pairs plus 1 pair for gimp. 
 
Starting 
 
Start at top of the tree with tow pairs. Add pairs on all red pins. Works cloth stitch and twist down each side of the large 
spider at the top, this gives a stronger edge than half stitch pin edge. 
 
Beaded Spider 
 
Work the spider as normal until you reach the last two pairs (All the pairs will have worked through each other except the 
middle two pairs). Don’t work these two pairs together instead add bead. 
 
To add Bead 
 
Push the bead onto a fine crochet hook & pull the first thread through to form a loop. Pass the second thread spangle first 
through the loop. Pull the threads apart & the bead will slide up to rest against the work. 
 
Cloth stitch edges 
 
Hang a new pair on a support pin where the turquoise pin is, in the middle of the cloth stitch  trail. 
 
Take the first edge pair from the spider, hang a pair on a support pin and work cloth stitch and pin up on the first red edge 
pin. Close this pin and work towards the middle of the tree, taking the pairs from the spider and extra pair on the 
turquoise pin. 
 
Continue down the trail, adding pairs and leaving pairs to work the pattern on  the inside of tree. 
 
When you have worked the first part oh the tree and taken the gimp through all pairs, go to the edge  cloth stitch trail and 
work towards the middle, work through all the outside passive pairs and through one pair from the inside tree design, pin 
in the pin hole marked across the zig zag line. Close this pin and continue along the line towards the middle of the tree. 
This pin pulls all the threads in the direction you want them to go. You will be changing your worker, this happens all 
along the design. 
 
Adding Beads 
 
You can add beads anywhere you want in this design. (the red rings is where I added the beads) 
 
Finishing your tree 
 
Work down your tree until you reach the bottom trails. Trails are joined together with two workers working together, pin 
up and close the pin. Continue in the direction indicated by the lines. The workers will change  a couple of times due to 
the trails joining. Throw pairs out along the trail when you feel it is too thick. Just throw the pair to the back. Don’t tie 
this pair, just cut off 
 
When your at the last line, Leave hang,  (or close pin )  base off tree, then cross twist cross. 
Weave in all threads. Thread a loop through the top for hanger. Lightly stiffen tree 
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